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Introduction 

Fundamental changes of the energy 

system affect Distribution System Operators (DSOs) and require innovative ideas, fresh 

perspectives and a mind shift in how to deal with new challenges and seize new opportunities

The electricity distribution network is the direct link between energy consumers on the one 

hand and electricity generation and transmission on the other. It is the ‘backbone’ of our energy 

system

E.DSO held virtually the third edition of its Stakeholder and 

Innovation Council on 12 October 2020

Great attention was paid to mitigate 

conflicting incentives between 

different levels of system customers, to 

allocate and communicate achieved 

benefits amongst consumers, DER 

owners and service providers

DSOs have the crucial responsibility to inform their customers about possibilities to become 

more active in the energy system

1) Societal values to be embedded in the New System Operator Model 

2) Current market model and regulatory barriers to customers 

3) Innovative tools/instruments to implement the New System Operator Model 
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The energy transition will put the system operators in a key position as enablers for their 

customers, serving many new players of which the most important ones are the grid users 

themselves.

System operators will have to take a leading role in 

the development of a framework in which both existing and new players receive the appropriate 

price signals.

The ultimate success thereof is however dependent on sound communication action and 

simplified information exchange targeted for each specific customer profile

How can DSOs design a system in which commercial energy suppliers, 

aggregators, energy cooperation and grid companies work together to serve the customer and to solve the 

unbalance issues in a societal optimal way

One of the most central innovations in the 

modern energy system are the smart meters, 

which with their gathering of crucial data also 

form the basis for fostering and enabling 

increased customer engagement

Open data will be ever more 

crucial to increase efficiency and transparency in the system, and thus it is very important that 

system operators develop the capacities needed for a sustainable management thereof 
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respecting the rights of the customers.

The Energy Transition is both a great opportunity and challenge

Consumers need to have a clear understanding of what they must do to reduce their carbon 

footprint, what they can concretely do and how much impact their change will have.

We need to 

change our understanding of technologies 

as only serving one purpose
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e.g., in the TEN-E Regulation there is a 

dedicated category for transmission and storage projects but not for demand side flexibility

All actors must achieve a consensual understanding of 

common societal goals to pave the way for critical investments in both the energy infrastructure 

and flexibility.  

 

The global energy landscape is undergoing an extraordinary wave of changes 

and modernisation

In this digital journey, stakeholders, and DSOs themselves need to re-consider their future roles 

and contractual interactions.  The sooner society and regulation agree on the DSOs role in the 

future digital energy system, the faster can the required digital capabilities be used and grown.

What is the ‘core’ role of DSOs in this NEW digitalized energy system?

In this context, DSOs have a key role to play and must adapt promptly to manage

· more connection requests

· renewable generation electrification

· diversity of technologies

· Customers using the network
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· Flexibility up to real time interaction with flexibility 

markets

· real-time network visibility

· data consistent, transparent and accessible

· 

DSOs must understand their customers in a way they 

never experienced before. That is in itself a challenge 

requiring detailed understanding of segmentation, as 

well as the characteristics of each customer(s) 

technologies  

 

Digitalised energy systems in the future must identify customers’ energy needs and deliver at 

the right time, in the right place and at the lowest cost

  

Far from being a potential barrier to digital technologies, DSOs should be able to facilitate and 

indeed to drive the change needed to empower consumers.  

 

Flexibility:

 

Novel connections:

1 https://publications.jrc.ec.europa.eu/repository/bitstream/JRC119433/energy_communities_report_final.pdf  
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One of the key messages is that cooperation among a variety 

of stakeholders is needed to decarbonize our energy system and to meet new customer 

expectations. DSOs are in a crucial position, being the direct link between the customers and the 

wider energy system. 

Re-think

Discussion is needed
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· 

· 

· 

· 

· 

Dynamic real-time grid management and observability

Flexibility from all levels

Network modernisation and digitalisation

Integrated and Smart Ecosystem

· true customer-centricity

· Digitalisation of DSOs’ processes

· Re-thinking and adopting agile work management

· Deep understanding of customers
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shaping smart grids for 

your future. 


